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Power Skiving and  
Gear Shaping with  
Mytec HYDRACLAMP 
Skiving has been around for a long time, but recent advances in technology 

have improved the speed and effectiveness of this gear-making process making 

it a more viable manufacturing option for gear producers. It has long been 

recognized that skiving would be a much more productive process than 

shaping for cutting many internal gears. Mytec HYDRACLAMP clamping tools 

are robust and rigid enough to minimize vibrations caused by the high spindle 

rpms and significant cutting forces generated by the new “Power Skiving” 

process. 
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Today’s demands also include clamping very thin parts for the robotic gear 

boxes (flex spline gear box). Mytec HYDRACLAMP clamping tools are designed 

to clamp components the entire length of the clamping area. If the component 

is irregularly shaped, we clamp around it to achieve the highest accuracy. View 

the graphic as an example of a clamping situation with such a component used 

in the robotic gear box. Note the external shape is irregular and the clamping 

area is very short. We designed a 

hydraulic chuck in combination with 

a changeable back stop and slotted 

collet. This gives the customer 

options to clamp different diameters 

and components with one hydraulic 

chuck. This hydraulic chuck is used to 

machine the spline in the “Gear 

Shaping” process on a Liebherr 

machine.  

 

 

Mytec HYDRACLAMP continues to work closely with different machine 

producers to develop the perfect clamping solutions providing the highest 

runout accuracy, successive repeatability, and high clamping force applications. 

Euro-Tech Corporation is the exclusive North American distributor of the Mytec 

HYDRACLAMP product line. ### 


